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A guide to the "Black Dagger Brotherhood" series offers profiles of its members, includes a teaser of the upcoming novel
in the "Lover Avenged" series, and features a short story about Zsadist and Bella.

At the end of the first season, Michael is attacked and severely beaten by Declan. At the start of the second
season, Michael is suffering from brain trauma and blackout, and has no memory of who attacked him.
However, he tries to prove to Freddie that he is ready to go back to work for the mob. Michael is inspired by
and modeled after Whitey Bulger , an ex-fugitive Irish mob boss from South Boston, Massachusetts , who was
still on the run at that time. He has a really strict ethical code that he adheres to and he thinks he is better for
the neighborhood and the future of the city than his brother is. The second season finds him still married, but
shows bitterness towards his wife after she reveals her drug use and affairs. He is currently seeking re-election
at his position. Tommy promises Eileen that he is getting out of politics, but his best plans may not come to
fruition. At the start of the second season, she and her husband are still living together, although they remain
distant after she revealed everything to him. Mary Rose has been in trouble for stealing and drug use, and her
uncle Michael tries to talk sense into her, which her father resents. Fionnula Flanagan Rose Caffee The highly
manipulative and needy mother of the Caffee brothers and sister Mary Kate, and overbearing mother-in-law to
Eileen, [10] Rose is the matriarch and neither of her sons dares to stand up to her. She has developed a close
relationship with Colin, the Irish son of her late sister, who has come to Rhode Island to seek his family roots.
Ethan Embry Declan Giggs A Rhode Island state trooper who is investigating the Caffee brothers despite
having known them since childhood, who often blurs the line between investigating them and protecting them.
At the beginning of the second season, it is revealed that he has a fallout with his wife Cassie and is now
separated from her. Disgraced, his police captain gives him one more shot at redemption: By season three,
Michael is the boss, and Freddie works for him. He is not seen in the first two episodes of the second season,
but is told that he lands a job through Michael. It is revealed that Pete is in trouble with Italian mobs.
Eventually, she helps him find his father, who turns out to be Senator Judd Fitzgerald, and she becomes his
defender. Thanks to events in the first season, Moe holds a grudge against Michael that persists through the
whole series. List of Brotherhood episodes Season 1: Caffee had been in hiding for seven years after the man
vowed to kill him. Upon returning he begins to re-assume his old criminal business alongside his friend Pete
McConagle. Tommy refuses to be swayed and tells Freddie that he does not care about Michael. Michael
manages to arrange a temporary truce with Freddie. Eileen Caffee is cheating on her husband Tommy with
Carl Hobbs and is also concealing drug use from her family. Tommy defuses the owners intentions to press
charges by passing her on to Declan Giggs, an officer who was once friends with the Caffees. Giggs tells her it
is too dangerous to testify against the Irish gangs. They are unsuccessful but the scandal costs Tommy further
political capital and he pledges his loyalty to the speaker of the house. Michael uses this information to
manipulate Freddie. Freddie pressures Tommy into ensuring that his son receives a Roman Catholic requiem
mass. Carl is also killed and Eileen resolves to atone for her sins. Rose confronts Michael about how he makes
his living. Tommy discovers that his daughter has been working for Michael, ending their period of
cooperation. He must also protect his brother from being whacked by Moe Riley, who has been released from
prison and is out for revenge. Declan finds his partner may be a dirty cop and must decide where his loyalty
lies. He blames Michael for making him "go bad" and pistol whips him. Unlike episode titles from season one
which were based Bible passages, season two episode titles were based on lyrics from songs written and
performed by Bob Dylan. The first episode officially aired on September 30, , with the season finale airing on
December 2. However, on July 18, , the first two episodes of season 2 were leaked to the internet via torrent.
Desperate to prove his competence, Michael kills a jewish gangster who owes Freddie money, but not before
having the first in a series of paralyzing seizures. Judd asks Tommy to reign in Rep. Paul Carvahlo, the
Portuguese representative who is publicly backing a rival Portuguese candidate for U. Ellis Franklin has
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Tommy sit for a deposition about Michael and Freddie, but when he fails to tell Franklin what he wants to
hear, Franklin sets up one of his detectives as a businessman looking to bribe Tommy for a state contract.
Declan spirals out of control after Cassie leaves him and Moe blackmails him, as Moe is the only one who
knows Declan tried to kill Michael at the Finnerty wedding. It ended on December 21, The titles of all
episodes of season three are quotations from Shakespeare. Michael is now on medication for his psychosis,
although he appears to have developed severe paranoia and his narcissism has worsened. He is still an
informant for Franklin, although this relationship is complicated when Paul Carvalho, the Portuguese
politician Tommy set up for bribery charges in Season II talks to the authorities and Jack Boyle gets Freddie
released from prison. This plan backfires when the dentist is busted by the DEA, and Michael, furious that
Franklin did not warn him, makes Franklin "disappear". Eilleen is now pregnant, which is hampering her
ability to carry out her new duties at Social Services. End[ edit ] On April 7, , rumors began circulating that
the show had been canceled. In an interview with E! Television critics also pointed to the end of season three
as potentially the end of the series, saying that the finale seemed to convey a sense of closure, wrapping up
storylines. Themes[ edit ] The series focuses on the concept of brotherhood through the antagonistic
relationship between the Caffee brothers. He thinks his brother is corrupt. It was renewed for a third season
with eight episodes as of January 21,
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The Brotherhood dossiers: insider info on each brother and his book For writers: writing tips, advice and the original
proposal for the Brotherhood Deleted scenes from the books.

Countless Sith Lords staked their claim across the galaxy , establishing territories from the Outer Rim
Territories until they began to encroach on the Galactic Core. An extremist and a radical, Kaan left the Order
on his belief that it had brought suffering upon the galaxy through its failure to act and rallied his followers
together to form the Brotherhood of Darkness. As the schism of BBY rocked the Order, Kaan and his
Brotherhood announced to the Republic and Jedi leadership that they would take control of the remaining Sith
enclaves as part of a scheme to reform the Republic. Within a few brief months, Kaan and his followers had
crushed the most feared Sith Lords and taken their worlds as their own. Despite his apparent leadership
position, Kaan was forced to cede some power to the more powerful of his followers and rivalsâ€” Qordis and
Kopecz. Under the banner that "All are equal in the Brotherhood of Darkness", Kaan organized a new Sith
Council and bestowed the title of Dark Lord upon each of its members. Under the "Rule of the Strong", Kaan
and his followers set about to topple the Jedi and the Republic and create a dark side dictatorship. At
academies across the galaxy, Force-sensitives were trained to become fearsome warriors , assassins and spies ,
while only the best came to serve at the Sith Academy on Korriban. Under the tutelage of Headmaster Qordis ,
acolytes such as Githany and Bane came to know the Force and learned to unleash their hatred and passions
through its use. Needing more than Force-sensitives, the Brotherhood recruited commoners to form a massive
army of infantrymen that would clear the path for the Sith warriors or subjugate worlds to strike fear into the
heart of the region. Over the course of nine years the Brotherhood had amassed an army of over twenty
thousand Sith, and finally Lord Kaan and the Brotherhood were ready to take on the severely weakened
Republic. Making his way across the Outer Rim, Hoth and the Army of Light successfully liberated countless
worlds from Sith control, weakening the Brotherhood while strengthening his own troops for a final
confrontation. A former acolyte from Korriban named Bane arrived on Ruusan with a proposal for Kaan:
Working effectively, Kaan decided to end the ceremony early and defeat the Jedi and their army in a more
conventional, hand-to-hand style. This decision would prove costly however; while the Sith claimed victory at
the battle, in truth they wound up stalemated against the Jedi and the Army of Light. When Kaan returned to
his camp, Bane confronted him and offered him yet more advice: On the brink of insanity, Kaan agreed and
together with the Sith Council, began to plan his masterstroke which would end the war. With all of his army
inside, Kaan and his Council of Lords prepared the weapon while his loyal troops defended them from the
Army of Light, which had followed them inside. As the bomb took form, the Sith Lords lost control of the
monstrous weapon which they had created and were unable to prevent it from detonating before their escape.
Also a former member of the Brotherhood, Vulta Daanat created a cult called the Blackguard and passed down
the teachings of the Brotherhood to its members.
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Continue to article content If war, as Carl von Clausewitz argued, is politics by other means, then so too is
fiction. Politicians have long written books: But more and more politicians have turned to writing novels in the
past few years: This spring has seen former New York Rep. Barbara Boxer, have also tried their hand at
fiction in the past decade. Gingrich has churned out 12 novels since , including a slew of alternative histories
and, recently, a trilogy of thrillers with their de rigeur single-noun names exuding gravitas: Duplicity , Treason
and Vengeance Despite many of the more recent political novelists being Democrats, the modern trend of
politicians turning to fiction can be justly credited to Gingrich, who laid out a path for this increasingly
common second act. Why do so many politicians of late seem to be picking up the pen? Nor does it seem to
come from a wellspring of deep artistry, given the leaden prose on display here most of these books are co- or
ghost-written, anyway. Politics is messyâ€”you lose your majority, you get impeached, the whims of the
voters are capricious. People are complicated, their motives unknown and ambiguous. The life of a politician
is inevitably frustrating, but in your own fictional universe you get complete control over the narrative. How a
politician structures that fictional universe reveals a lot about his or her worldview. For all their clever plot
twists and thrilling moments, these novels offer worlds mean and simple, and, ultimately, a crude,
any-means-necessary nihilism. With no choice but to trust a mysterious hacker, President Duncan agrees to cut
free from his own Secret Service detail and go undercover, meeting an informant at a Washington Nationals
game who may or may not be willing to help him thwart the cyberattack. Both Treason and The President Is
Missing revolve around a traitor buried deep in the high echelons of government, throwbacks to a time when
such a plot was found only in political thrillers and was not the question mark at the center of a federal
investigation. But then, this is only because, as The President Is Missing tries to explain to us, no one but the
president himself understands the burdens and secrets of the jobâ€”as such, he is above reproach, best left
unquestioned and unhindered in his quest to keep us all safe. Gingrich, on the other hand, who never got to be
president, hardly thinks the commander in chief is above reproach. In Duplicity, the scandal of Benghazi is
definitely real though transposed to Mogadishu , the result of a craven electoral ploy by a weak Democratic
president. Embassy in Somalia, leading to an inevitable terrorist attack. While ordinary Marines rise up to save
the day, the Hillary Clintonesque character is dithering and overmatched; she and her squishy advisers
repeatedly choose moderation, constitutional norms and basic humanitarian legalities as America descends
into chaos, a direct result of her simpering ninnyism. To be sure, one character is a Muslim U. His president
not only handily defeats cyberterrorists, but also grabs a gun and dispatches several terrorists himself. Mostly,
though, The President Is Missing offers a series of do-overs. After all, President Duncan is facing a
cyberterrorist threat so severe it could send the country back to the DarkAages. While Gingrich marshals the
threat of apocalypse to justify an ever-growing body count, Clinton fantasizes how the same threat might
actually bring the country together and yes, it reads about as plausibly as it sounds. Both writers yearn for an
End Times scenario so total it would end American partisanshipâ€”and as long as their guy is redeemed in the
end, does it really matter how it gets done? If Big Guns occasionally reads as thin-gruel-Veep, it still manages
to turn the liability of political fiction into an asset, taking this tendency for moral simplicity to its reducto ad
absurdum conclusion. But to say Big Guns is more readable than Treason is hardly praise. Either way, this is
not the kind of literature that delves into ambiguity and contradiction, inviting us to contemplate how we
might face impossible decisions. Its ripped-from-the-headlines plot follows Sen. But A Time to Run is less a
thriller and more of an elegy for lost idealism, following the senator from her days as a young idealist in the
waning months of the Nixon administration through to the morass of contemporary political gridlock. As the
young Fischer chooses between two suitorsâ€”one on either side of the political spectrumâ€”A Time To Run
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raises the question of how to negotiate between personal desire and political allegiance. Its twist ending,
whereby Fischer avoids going public with the ersatz documents while still persuading the nominee to
withdraw her nomination, suggests that the answer lies in a deep and abiding cynicism: Maintaining your
principles in Washington involves a level of cold-hearted calculation that outmatches even your most cynical
opponents. Bad writing is like a shark: It stays alive only as long as it keeps moving, and at least The President
Is Missing has a propulsive sense of momentum that keeps the pages turning. Donnelly served as a
representative from Minnesota from to , before internecine strife drove him out of the Republican Party. He
went on write a number of conspiracy-laden books, including a best-seller on the lost continent of Atlantis and
a 1,page monolith arguing William Shakespeare did not write the plays attributed to him. Increasingly
involved in the populist movement of the s, he published a number of novels while mounting increasingly
unsuccessful presidential runs. Cool, sweet air is pumped through the streets, and every luxury is at their
fingertips. Meanwhile, alongside this plutocratic 1 percent lives a permanent underclass, doomed to poverty
and slave-wages, brutalized with impunity by the rich. Led by the eponymous Caesar Lomellini, the
Brotherhood eventually enacts its revenge, taking over New York City in an orgy of bloodshed. As with The
Dark Knight Rises or Fight Club, it simultaneously critiques economic inequality while predicting that the
masses, should they actually rise up, will descend immediately into fascism and bloodshed. As a thought
experiment on what might actually bring America together, The President Is Missing is so far-fetched and
convoluted that it ultimately has nothing to offer but vague wish fulfillment, and for all its insider knowledge
it offers little in the way of hope. The most essential of insider knowledge, which each of these politicians
reveals in his or her own ways, is that politics is bullshit. Ultimately the political novel is a kind self-serving
apologyâ€”both an explanation for cynical resignation and a justification for war at all costs. The same could
be said of the political novel. This story has been clarified to include the Muslim congressman character. An
American History in Haunted Places. This article tagged under:
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He also introduced the twins, Phury and Zsadist. Darius was the son of Tehrror but was raised by Marklon
while his mother lived. Although his wealthy appearance made him a target, Darius proved to be such a strong
fighter that the Bloodletter could not force him to rape his opponents. He was successful and never got the
chance to return for his diary. In , 27 years after his graduation from the warrior camp, Darius was sent on a
mission to rescue the daughter of the Princeps Council leahdyre Sampsone. Two evenings later, he and Tohr
visited Sampsone and determined that the daughter had escaped with a male. They question the staff,
including the steward, Fritzgelder Perlmutter, who was born 77 years earlier and had served the family since
he was five. Darius pointed out that while he would be able to take care of himself, right then he needed a
partner who was at full strength and alertness. They investigated the house next door and found it belonged to
a symphath. He told the Brothers where to find his son, who had stolen the female to punish him for
associating with an inferior being. It would break his heart not only to lose his love, but to lose her to the
inferiors looking for her. Darius expected that silence from her and her family would protect her reputation.
He took Tohr back to his small, modest house for the day. The next night, they found the symphath at his
hideaway with the female. The symphath insisted they were mated and used her as a shield. Tohr shot the
symphath, but the female told them he should have killed her instead. He said that losses should be born on
both sides equally. The father offers him money not to bring his daughter back and Darius tells him he is just
like the symphath who would not mourn his son. He found a vampire family who lost their young during birth.
Although their home was modest, they had the means to employ a doggen. The male was happy to be given
the young and Darius protected her by not providing any details of her lineage. Instead of being able to visit
regularly, he knew he and Tohr would draw unwanted attention to the young with their visits, so he was forced
to leave her, even though he knew he was leaving a piece of his heart with her and would never see her again.
He named her Xhexania and watched the female of the house welcome her new young. Towards the end of the
book, the Scribe Virgin rewarded Darius by letting him be with his daughter, except he had to sacrifice the
power of speech. John Matthew was born in a public bathroom and was raised in an orphanage. He was good
with the younger orphans, but was always different. Eventually he was confined to the shady porch, but
wished that he could join the others, not because they were having fun, but because he wanted to be a part of
something. He briefly lived with a couple sets of foster parents and went to school until he dropped out at
When he was old enough to live on his own, he worked as a busboy and moved into a crappy low rent
apartment, where a man raped him in the stairwell. He immediately moved out. He had strange dreams of
blood, biting and sex. The calls were made from a local payphone, so he was able to see Mary Luce as she
came and went from the centre. Bella recognised the warrior name and contacted the Brotherhood, and she and
Mary went with John to the compound. There Mary met Rhage and Bella met Zsadist. John decided to think
about it, but after a lesser moved into his building, he contacted Tohr to sign up. Tohr was happy to see
another part of his best friend live on. Havers also sent John to a therapist, and he talked about the rape but
refused to go back. Other than the Brotherhood scar he was born with, there were more hints that John
Matthew is the reincarnation of Darius of Marklon. The first few times he met his half sister Beth, he fell into
seizures until she was taken out of the room. A similar event occurred when Zsadist taught the pretrans class
on car bombs. But despite that, he formed friendships with his classmates Blaylock and Qhuinn. Sarelle was
abducted by the lesser who killed Wellsie and was used to lure Phury and Zsadist before she was also
murdered. John became fixated on avenging his loss on the lessers and was even more impatient for his
transition. He became more aggressive, a sure sign that the change was coming. One more comment and John
belted the living shit out of Lash until Wrath pulled him off and dragged him out. Wrath also decided that
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John would take a walk with Zsadist every morning before sunrise. To make John feel more equal, and
knowing he would kick their butts, Blay suggested they play the video game sKillerz unaware that V wrote it.
Qhuinn organised a trip to ZeroSum with the sole purpose of getting laid and John was concerned that his
impending change will reopen the sexual can of worms for him. Qhuinn and Blay flanked John like
bodyguards at the next lesson, which was on firearms. Although he had trouble in other classes requiring
physical action, JM is a damn good shot. At ZeroSum, Qhuinn quickly picked up a couple of blondes and Blay
decided to join them, but only after passing his gun to JM. He felt a tingle and looked up to see the female
head of security watching him. She hauled him into her office and disarmed him. Xhex returned the gun with
the warning that it should only be used for defence. On the way back from the club, the troika ran into a
couple of lessers. As JM was a pretrans, he passed for human, so Qhuinn and Blay made him escape and he
returned to the club hoping to get Xhex to help. He then felt the weight of the gun in his pocket and returned to
the scene, took aim and shot the lessers before they could hurt Blay and Qhuinn. He then picked up a roofing
spike and stabbed each lesser through the heart and remembered having done it so many times before. Then
the transition hit. Things started well until he remembered his rape and, not surprisingly, lost interest. She
reported in to Z and Wrath, and Z told JM he knows what happened in the stairwell from the therapy session
in his medical file, and he wanted JM to take matters into his own hands to be sure that his post-transitional
body works. An image of Xhex worked for JM. Phury approached John and asked him to spend some time
with Cormia because she needed a friend. At the club, JM was turned on watching Xhex deal with a drunk and
maintain total control. Somehow she knew that he thought of her while taking care of business first thing in
the evening and told him to say her name next time. During the fight, Lash pushed JM into the wall and
reached for his pants. JM froze, but Qhuinn pulled Lash off and slit his throat. Lash was taken to the clinic
where the lessers found him and took him back to the Omega and the rest is history. John made Qhuinn
accompany him to see Blay in the hope that they will make up after Qhuinn tried to cut him loose. After a
lesser attack on the house, the boys officially joined the war. John found Cormia after she lost her virginity to
Phury, mistakenly believed he raped her, and pounded the crap out of him until Wrath broke them up. Cormia
convinced him that she was okay, and he felt unstable for having lost his temper again. The Brotherhood met
Lassiter, who returned Tohr to them but ended up moving in, too. John was about to leave the room,
disappointed, until Tohr called him back and they grieved together. Xhex found him alone in the bathroom
and he told her he wanted to fuck her. JM walked into her office to find her tightening her cilices, and when
she looked at him with red eyes, he realised she was a symphath. The same night, Tohr disappeared with
Lassiter to the Tomb without telling anyone. This separation made him feel like a lone wolf, so he returned to
ZeroSum without Qhuinn and Blay and told Xhex that he had no intention of turning her in. His feeling was
that she could not be any more of a sociopath than Z and V were before they were mated. He let her probe his
mind to prove that he was genuine and, after declining her offer to talk about Tohr, he accepted the key to her
place so he could have some uninterrupted time to himself. When Xhex returned, she took his virginity his
mating instincts well and truly overruled the ghosts of his past , but the encounter was hurried and they were
fully clothed. When it was over, she refused to let him kiss her and immediately took a shower to wash him
off, making it clear that the sex was intended as gratitude for his not turning her in. While he initially
contemplated suicide, he realised that a lot of the bad things in his life were done to him and were not the
result of his own actions. Instead of killing himself, he would just find a way to not be a victim anymore,
starting with sharing a ZeroSum employee with Qhuinn, which marked the beginning of his player phase. He
ran into Xhex after a session with Qhuinn and a goth at the Iron Mask. When she asked him how long he can
keep up the drinking and casual sex, he flipped her off. The day before the Brotherhood, Xhex and Ehlena
went to rescue Rehvenge, JM visited Xhex while drunk and they had disconnected sex before he dressed and
left without ever having signed a word. His only relief was that she left her cilices behind, which meant she
had her symphath side as a weapon against Lash. His hatred of Lash burns hotter than ever. After Xhex was
missing for almost four weeks, John gets her name tattooed into his back where her name would have been
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carved had they mated. Because everyone is trying to find Xhex, no one but Blay and Qhuinn are aware that
he loves her. The Moors provide information on where most of the drug sales are made and agree to gather
intel on the supplier in case Lash targets him. JM felt nauseous maybe the drink, but maybe a reaction to being
so close to his old life , but connected to his father. D leaves as though the meeting is cancelled. She tried to
reach out to him and talk to him, but he sensed just enough of her to think it was because she used to be in the
room and not that she was still there. He took her pillow with him when Qhuinn convinced him to question the
fore-lesser. As soon as JM saw the lesser, he went ballistic, with no memory of tearing him apart. The next
evening, Rehv told him Xhex had rung to let him know she was OK and he was planning to go see her. Like
JM did before the meeting with the supplier was cancelled, she put dibs on killing Lash.
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of the Brothers. You'll find insider information on the Brotherhood, including their dossiers, stats, and special gifts. you'll
read interviews with your favorite characters.

Their star quarterback was out with a season-ending knee injury. They believed in each other. The band of
Christian brothers on the team believed in the God of the impossible, and they played for an audience of One.
Receive your bonuses in 3 simple steps: Order one or more copies of Birds of Pray any format at the retailer of
your choice by August 19, Locate and record your receipt or order number. Click the button below to go to
the redemption page and enter your first name, email address, and receipt or order number. But we also knew
making disciples of Jesus is our number one priority. Rob was there to see and hear that. From the pre-game
huddles to baptisms in the cold tub and all the moments in between, this book tells you those stories. The
world knows the headline, but this book tells the inside story from someone â€” a fellow brother in Christ â€”
who was with us the whole time. Winning the Super Bowl was a tremendous accomplishment but it is only
half the story. Birds of Pray will give you a look at what really made the Eagles specialâ€”the tremendous
spiritual bond they developed through Jesus Christ. Rob has covered the Eagles for eighteen years. He was
there nearly my entire career in Philadelphia. He knows the team, he understands their faith journey, and I
know he knows the Lord. Birds of Pray is a unique look at what made the Eagles Super Bowl champs. I can
say that this team was special and a little different in its approach; they made it very clear Jesus was going to
be the beginning, middle, and end to every single thing they did. Birds of Pray is exactly that. He has been on
a faith journey with us and has witnessed our exploits both on and off the field. No one can tell the story
better. Rob has written or co-written seven other books. Rob and his wife, Remy, have twin daughters: A
South Philly native, Rob graduated from St. Rob is a member of the Deacons Prison Ministry softball team
and is involved in numerous charities. He and his family reside in South Jersey.
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This comprehensive guide features insider information on the Brotherhood, their dossiers, stats, and special gifts.
Readers will savor interviews with their favorite characters, deleted scenes, exciting material from the J.R. Ward
message board and the answers to their burning questions.

The cheat sheets have moved! For the latest information, use these links: They have no body hair below the
neck how many of us wish we could be vampires? When males fall in love, they bond with their female,
making them feel possessive and extremely protective of her. Their eyes glow in her presence and their bodies
also emit a dark, spicy, sensual fragrance used to mark the female during mating as a warning to other males
that she is off limits. She becomes the primary focus of his existence. Vampires can breed with humans and
half-breed offspring will inherit any or all of the above characteristics, depending on the strength of the
lineage of the vampire parent. The vampire population is under threat from the Lessening Society, created
with the express purpose of wiping out the race, and also faces difficulties with procreation due to infrequent
fertility cycles and high mortality rates. First and foremost, no questions. Be extremely polite and respectful.
She also believes in balance, so a request granted often requires a sacrifice, so far the only exception was the
gift of creation given to her. She is small and beautiful in appearance and usually wears black robes with a
white glow spread out on the floor around her. But lately, the glow is dimmer and the force of her personality
has diminished. The Scribe Virgin is at a loss and feels as though she has no purpose while her race is in
trouble, partly due to her traditions. In a last ditch attempt at survival, some of those traditions have changed,
leaving her feeling more superfluous to her race. In addition to creating the vampire race, the Scribe Virgin
wanted children of her own bloodline. She took vampire form and made a deal with the strongest, most
cunning male she could find. She would bear him a son who would be given to his father at the age of 3 for
the next years. Her son would be hers again at She also had a daughter who would be raised as a Chosen.
Because she had broken the rules by creating life outside of the initial gift she had been given, her children
would suffer and so would she in watching their pain. Her son Vishous grew up in the harsh environment of a
warrior camp, where he fought for and stole everything he ever ate. When his father deemed him a threat after
his transition, he had V tattooed and partially castrated before banishing him from the camp with nothing. V
eventually became a member of the Black Dagger Brotherhood. He reluctantly agreed, but then fell in love
with a human doctor who was later murdered. In , she left the Other Side and killed her father, whom she
believed killed her twin brother. Could it be because she believes more pain will result from her children being
reunited, or does she fear losing her son as a result of having withheld all knowledge of his sister? She held
fast to her decision not to release her daughter Payne, despite the damage it does to their relationship until
Payne is injured while sparring with Wrath. Her daughter refuses to allow her to repair the injury, so Wrath
demands she release her daughter to be cared for on his side. Who is the Black Dagger Brotherhood? Under
threat from the Lessening Society, the vampires as a race began to breed their strongest warriors with their
strongest bloodlines to the point that they evolved into a subspecies of vampire warrior, with more physical
strength and extra mind powers than the average civilian. This subspecies formed the Black Dagger
Brotherhood, named for the daggers Vishous calibrates specially for each Brother to stab lessers through the
heart and send them back to the Omega. All the Brothers have a star-shaped scar over their left pectoral caused
by being punched in the chest with a spiky glove by the rest of the Brotherhood during initiation. There used
to be twenty to thirty Brothers at a time, but as of the end of Lover Enshrined, there were only four fighting
Brothers. Due to decreased numbers in the Brotherhood, for the first time in history, the Primale has joined the
fight against the lessers, bringing the total to five. Although they are not actually Brothers, John Matthew, his
ahstrux notrum bodyguard Qhuinn, Blaylock and Xhex have joined the war. Before his transition, he lived a
sheltered life until his family was betrayed by a servant to the lessers. He was hidden away while the rest of
his family was slaughtered. He then worked as a stable hand in the human world until his promised shellan or
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wife Marissa tracked him down and fed him her blood to see him through his transition. His eyesight was
already poor, but worsened after his transition. He recently became completely and irreversibly blind. Instead
of stepping up to rule his people, Wrath decided to fight against the lessers, as a way of compensating for his
pre-transitional weakness while his family died. When Darius discovered that he had a living daughter who
would be old enough to go through her transition, he asked Wrath to help her as his blood would ensure she
had the best chance of survival. Marissa released him from their arrangement Wrath never claimed her so they
were never actually mated â€” there was no ceremony before the Scribe Virgin and Wrath feels free to take
Beth as his shellan even though males are allowed to take more than one shellan, bonded males typically only
have eyes for one female. Beth wants to try for a young during her first needing, which is only a couple of
years away, if that. Wrath has refused for two reasons: But with no heir, the race cannot afford for Wrath to
die because there is no royal to step up and take his place. The next king would have to come from the next
most pure bloodline. After the lessers wiped out most of the glymera, Wrath has secretly joined his Brothers in
fighting, with only Butch aware of this. With his civilians dying, Wrath feels he should be more active in
keeping them safe rather than sitting on a throne and passing laws. They reconcile and Wrath tells Beth about
the upcoming Council meeting that is even more vital for him to attend after Rehvenge told him of the failed
assassination attempt. He must show strength. She compromised by asking him to wear a bulletproof vest.
Following a long series of headaches, Wrath loses the remainder of his sight and is now completely blind.
Mary helps his rehabilitation and he has a guide dog called George, whom he spoils. Wrath must now work
even closer with Beth in ruling the race. During his visit to the Other Side to find out that The Scribe Virgin
had nothing to do with his blindness, he meets Payne and they spar. She gives as good as she gets and their
matches are good for him. After the Brothers leave to rescue Rehvenge, Wrath stands outside in the cold. He
moves in the royal desk and throne that Darius had brought across from the Old Country. During a sparring
session with Payne where she really forced him to defend himself, he broke her back. When Payne refused to
allow the SV to heal her, he demanded she be allowed to go to the Other Side our side to see a doctor. He was
shocked to hear Payne call the Scribe Virgin her mother. When the SV released her, he got Jane, who was
stunned to see the obvious physical resemblance to V. The Brotherhood is also way up there, along with the
Chosen female offspring of the union between a Brother and a Chosen â€” basically their bloodline makes
them the female equivalent of the Brotherhood , however they spend most of their lives on the Other Side
worshipping the Scribe Virgin. Above the average Joe or civilian vampire, there is also an aristocratic class,
referred to as the glymera, which has a lot in common with the ton of Regency England in terms of wealth and
snobbishness and is largely a patriarchy. The usual double standards concerning female behaviour definitely
apply, especially relating to sexual behaviour and political power. Homosexuality is OK, but only if a vampire
is mated to a member of the opposite sex and keeps their lifestyle hidden. If a gay vampire is caught out, he or
she, assuming the same rule applies to females, which it may not and their family is ostracised. The upper
echelons of the glymera are the Princeps. Although the doors have opened to more aristos, only the six
founding bloodlines can vote. Not everyone is eager to embrace their king after he spent so long shirking his
royal duty and letting vampire civilisation deteriorate. The glymera in particular have tried to be helpful by
making recommendations to suit only themselves and Wrath has put their noses further out of joint by quite
rightly filing them in the circular cabinet. The war against the lessers has reached a turning point where most
of the ruling class was wiped out and Rehvenge was made the new leahdyre. Although Rehv has his own
problems, Wrath has found him to be an asset. A member of the glymera, Montrag, son of Rehm, approaches
then-Princeps Council leahdyre Rehvenge about assassinating Wrath on the grounds that he has done nothing
in response to the raids on glymera houses. He did not prevent them, is not investigating the property losses
and has not assured the glymera that the raids will never happen again. Best of all, he gets to keep his role in
the conspiracy hidden, leaving Rehvenge to take the fall. Then the symphath princess emails the Brotherhood
with the old news that Rehv is a symphath and unless he is delivered to the colony, she will email the glymera
telling them about Rehvenge and that the king did nothing about it. Rehvenge defanged the princess by faking
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his death in the human and vampire worlds and going to the colony. As Montrag committed treason, upon his
death, his estate legally goes to the king, unless Wrath chooses not to exercise that right, which in this case, he
has not. Wrath also rules the symphaths, claiming he has the power to take away the symphath colony and that
the king rules only because Wrath lets him. Xcor and his band of bastards resurface and travel to Caldwell
with the intent of overthrowing Wrath. His second in command, Throe is related to five out of the six founding
families and would have been a member of his glymera until he was denounced for training under Xcor. Still,
he has the contacts to stir up discontent and show the glymera how many lessers have been dispatched since
their arrival. Wrath remembered his father being adored by his subjects.
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7: Brotherhood of Darkness | Wookieepedia | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The Black Dagger Brotherhood: An Insider's Guide J. R. Ward. Published pages. Summary (from the book jacket)
Prepare to enter the dark, passionate world of the Black Dagger Brotherhood and get up close and personal with the
brothers.

Even the great orator Robert Ingersoll was choked up with tears at the memory of his beloved brother] The
record of a generous life runs like a vine around the memory of our dead, and every sweet, unselfish act is now
a perfumed flower. I am going to do that which the dead oft promised he would do for me. While yet in love
with life and raptured with the world, he passed to silence and pathetic dust. Yet, after all, it may be best, just
in the happiest, sunniest hour of all the voyage, while eager winds are kissing every sail, to dash against the
unseen rock, and in an instant hear the billows roar above a sunken ship. And every life, no matter if its every
hour is rich with love and every moment jeweled with a joy, will, at its close, become a tragedy as sad and
deep and dark as can be woven of the warp and woof of mystery and death. This brave and tender man in
every storm of life was oak and rock; but in the sunshine he was vine and flower. He was the friend of all
heroic souls. He climbed the heights, and left all superstitions far below, while on his forehead fell the golden
dawning, of the grander day. He loved the beautiful, and was with color, form, and music touched to tears. He
sided with the weak, the poor, and wronged, and lovingly gave alms. With loyal heart and with the purest
hands he faithfully discharged all public trusts. He was a worshipper of liberty, a friend of the oppressed. A
thousand times I have heard him quote these words: He added to the sum of human joy; and were every one to
whom he did some loving service to bring a blossom to his grave, he would sleep to-night beneath a
wilderness of flowers. Life is a narrow vale between the cold and barren peaks of two eternities. We strive in
vain to look beyond the heights. We cry aloud, and the only answer is the echo of our wailing cry. From the
voiceless lips of the unreplying dead there comes no word; but in the night of death hope sees a star and
listening love can hear the rustle of a wing. And now, to you, who have been chosen, from among the many
men he loved, to do the last sad office for the dead, we give his sacred dust. Speech cannot contain our love.
There was, there is, no gentler, stronger, manlier man.
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8: Alpheus--What Really Happened to J. Krishnamurti?
Big Brother and Emmanuel Goldstein are the conceptual leaders of the opposing forces in Oceania: Big Brother is the
titular head of Oceania, and Goldstein is the leader of his opponents, the Brotherhood.

What Really Happened to J. I hope by sharing my thoughts and researches it may in a small way help
Theosophy to move on into the 21st Century. Much of what I have to say comes either directly or indirectly
from Geoffrey Hodson, a leading Theosophical writer, lecturer and thinker of the last fifty years. As my
destiny would have it, in I came to reside in the same building as Geoffrey and his wife Sandra during their
stay in Perth, Western Australia. And it became possible to visit them at that time on almost a daily basis for
approximately eight months. Thus the seed of a psychic and spiritual idiosyncrasy that he was born with was
able to take root and grow into a healthy plant in this fertile environment. Consequently, he matured into an
initiated Gnostic seer and eventually, I believe, became a humble mouthpiece for the Masters of the Wisdom
to the outer world. He was what, I suppose in Biblical terms, would be called a prophet. But, to adapt another
Biblical analogy, he was not a prophet totally accepted in his own country, especially not in the Krishnamurti
part of that country. If these are the experts on the subject then, as the old saying has it, "When the experts
differ who do you believe? I make no claim to any of these insights myself, I am just piecing together some of
the information that has come to me from my connection with Geoffrey Hodson over the years plus a little in
the way of logical deduction. His view may appear to have been changeable, drifting towards the conciliatory,
but knowing Geoffrey I would like to suggest that it was more likely to have been stated in oracular language
designed to achieve diplomatic co-existence. I suspect that Geoffrey chose to be ambiguous for at least three
possible reasons: What I am suggesting is that Geoffrey actually had a mature view of the situation which he
chose not to reveal openly as the time was not yet ready, and the far-ranging research presented in
Krishnamurti and the World Teacher Project had actually picked up the tip of that iceberg. Even though
Geoffrey as well as others accepted that the overshadowing was always experimental and that the stresses
from K. The spin that Krishnamurti put on the matter of course implied that he was rejecting something less
desirable for something more desirable. At a certain stage in the initiation process a pupil has the right to ask a
boon from the Master, such a request is normally granted. K asked for the life of his brother Nityananda, who
at the time was dying of tuberculosis. Unfortunately, Nityananda had already agreed to endure his terminal
illness so that a karmic debt could be cleared in preparation for a fortunate rebirth; in such circumstances the
boon could not be granted. I might also add in passing that there are other revealing comments that could
appear to refer to K. Let us, however, content ourselves with the main entry that I refer to above: One of these
is interior and almost automatic; for when an Initiate falls deeply into error, indulgence, denial and scorn of
the occult Path, his own Ego withdraws its radiant influence and knowledge of the Brotherhood so that the
personality forgets about the illumination and upliftment it has received. The other is external and may be
regarded as a surgical operation by the Brotherhood which, regretfully and generally for the remainder of that
life, closes down the memory centers associated with Occultism in the mental body and even in the brain. In
both cases, the psychical and magnetic interplay, which continually occurs between every faithful Initiate and
his Master and the Brotherhood as a whole, automatically becomes reduced and eventually ceases. Even so, a
certain stamp of princeliness remains and can on occasion be discerned. All such falls, however, are tragic for
the Brotherhood and the Master concerned, who must shoulder some responsibility for failure just as He
would share in the karma of success. Of course, this applies to the Initiated Ego which has found itself
powerless to control the personality and maintain its conscious link with it - chiefly showing as aspiration and
determination towards the heights. Stellar Books, , p. Whatever the totality of the answer, one thing is certain:
It has certainly taken long enough to come to this point, but I am hopeful that some forward movement in the
spiritual life of the planet will occur from thoughtful consideration of how we find ourselves taking advice
from those whose philosophy is generated more by their own needs than by perennial factors. If the
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Krishnamurti business is ever put to bed within The Theosophical Society, maybe room will become available
for the Path Ideal to return at the level of intensity it deserves. Send up your cry for light and enter fearlessly
upon the upward Way. It is for you. It is your destiny to succeed. Your Teacher is near you, watching you.
Look not back but forward and you will see His face.
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9: Brotherhood Quotes ( quotes)
This subspecies formed the Black Dagger Brotherhood, named for the daggers Vishous calibrates specially for each
Brother to stab lessers through the heart and send them back to the Omega. A notable exception is the Dhestroyer, who
can absorb a lesser's essence, preventing his return to the Omega.

It fills in the blanks for Zsadist and Bella, covering the events that occurred in their lives between the final
chapter and epilogue of Lover Awakened. Z is one of my favorite brothers, because he is tough as nails on the
outside but broken and vulnerable inside. He is such an amazing character, I could read dozens of stories about
him and never get tired of them. Z is extremely complex and multi-layered which is one of the things I love
about him. I liked that J. Father Mine was a beautifully told story in which Z and Bella, once again, show the
unfathomable depth of love they have for one another, and now for their new daughter as well. All of the
brothers except Butch put in an appearance in this novella, as well as Mary and Jane. Father Mine was a sweet,
tender, romantic story. It was a definite keeper for me, and in my opinion, a must-read for fans of the series.
The questionnaires and J. As I read these sections, I alternated between cracking up at their jokes my hubby
asked me what was so funny and feeling touched by how genuinely real these characters seem to me. It must
have been a challenge for J. Ward to play herself plus get in character to play each brother in turn at the same
time. I really appreciated her efforts on this, because I had a blast reading each one. She also made me think
about certain aspects of the stories and characters in a deeper way, so that I now understand a few things about
the world she has created even better than I had before. Ward brought that up, because I had a fun,
mind-blowing time pondering all that. As a newly aspiring author myself, I found Ms. It was comforting to
know that I am already on the right track in some areas, and I learned several new things that could be
invaluable in the future if I decide to attempt to publish. I also really appreciated the story of her meeting with
Suzanne Brockmann at the RWA convention and her feelings that she could never live up to the writing
standard that Ms. Ward herself and other authors that I really admire. Ward sharing that small part of herself
touched my heart and encouraged me in ways that are difficult to express. The Black Dagger Brotherhood
proposal was very interesting. I enjoyed seeing all the little things that changed between the original concept
and the finished manuscript. At the same time I was amazed by how well fleshed out everything was right
from the start and that so few changes were made. The biggest storyline difference was how Dark Lover
ended. From the perspective of an aspiring writer and a big fan of the series, it was all was rather fascinating
and a really fun walk down memory lane. I absolutely loved the deleted scenes. A couple presented extra
character development on John Matthew, Butch and Vishous, as well as a far-distant future epilogue for Phury
and Cormia. I loved reading every one of them. They were so good, I wish that they could have remained in
their respective books. The Kicks and Giggles section was pretty fun to read. The brothers have always had
their own special brand of dark sarcasm that frequently makes me laugh, so having all their best humorous
scenes and one-liners collected together in one place was a treat that kept a smile on my face almost the whole
time I was reading this part. The Brothers on the Board section is edited interactions between the brothers and
the fans on J. The first half is similar to the Kicks and Giggles section in that the brothers are in fine form,
pulling pranks on one another and letting their silly sides show. In this part the alpha posturing is pretty
intense. I think the brothers definitely need their females to balance them out, otherwise all that testosterone
would be pretty overwhelming. The final bit detailed the absolutely lovely mating ceremony of Phury and
Cormia which brought a few tears to my eyes. I always seem to cry at weddings. The first story was written in
a casual "this is what the characters did today" sort of way. The second story about Wrath was written more
formally and did feel like an extra scene that might have been in one of the books, not to mention it was quite
steamy. The last two were written from J. In my opinion, all of them added even more depth to the characters
who were a part of the stories. I know that this section and the Brothers on the Board section can both be
found on J. The Old Language was particularly nice, because I can now visualize the shellans names on the
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brothers backs. The In Memoriam was a beautiful family moment with Tohr, Wellsie, and John Matthew
which really underscored the loss of Wellsie and the disappearance of Tohr, and what a huge hole was left
without them. There is so much extra info here that is simply not to be missed, and although the brothers
already felt like they truly existed somewhere before, they feel even more real now. Lover enshrined and
Lover avenged.
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